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Sunrise

ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON
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Sunrise '71 promoters, for the ' Comply · with stipulations -:· set . rooters :·s tated ·they ' had hired :for · sheriff's ·office didn't contact · the
second time this month, have
Uie fete have been employed.
· same people Sunrise '71 did,
down ' by the county · sheriff's
been refused a permit by Kittitas
office and the county · health
In· asking for · the on~~week ex- '" · according to Bozarth. The names
County Commissioners to hold
·· · · .
· tension, Bob ·Bozarth, spokesman " . of the · agencies Sunrise contactdepartment. .
a music festival near Vantage on,
Sherriff Bob Barret stated that
for Sunrise ,'71; ; commented ;that ed would be supplied to the
September 10-12.
•he was unable to confinil : with
there had been a , misunderstandsberiff, he said.
The promoters were further : other state agencies that the 50
ing_ .between . the .: festival group
Dr. Paul Anderson of the
denied a one-week extension to
commissioned officers the proand · · the ~- ~heriffs -· office. · The ·county health department said _
· that ·additional information would
be necessary for him to approve
the festival. He pointed out that
he had not received confirmation·
from Foremost Dairies in Wenatchee and. a catering service in
Seattle about supplying the neces;
sary food and milk to support
the expected 20,000 participants
at the rock site.

Attorney for the Sunrise '71
promoter, Bill Kuhn, said . there
would not be another application
filed for a rock permit until .all
the objections of the various
county agencies have been
remedied.
Joseph Panattoni, prosecuting
attorney for Kittitas County,
stated that if the r>romoters wish
to submit a new application for
a festival, the 60 day waiu'ng
period would start anew, according to state law. Thus, the promoters, if they submit another
application, could not hold the
festival until late September or
early October.

Threepenny Playhouse
hosts two productions
The Threepenny Playhouse is hosting the musical , " Celebration "
by Jones and Schmidt, on August ·4, 6, 11 and 13, and the opera "La
Boheme" by Puccini on August 5, 7, 12 and 14. All performances will
begin at 8: 30 p.m .
.>'.. "Celebration'' is a musical ritual celebrating the New Year. It is
'":, ~~.2'~f~il·of~ ~ V~'!ng_:;-.Orphan. (~ill ,Crosby) .whose . garden has been
It ~. ~~y
. '" :· .~-J>sr .""~efy ~au.h ' ~-db:t.Y...9ld. man;·· Mr. Edgar
Allan Rich (G a ry W e lch) .

A backhoe is "eating" its w:iy up Walnut Street so workmen can install underground cable. The holes will be filled in soon and work on the -mall, already in
progress near the Wildcat Shop, will foil ow the ·path made
by the backhoe.
h w--.. ·ff
,
'
Phote by lk
-rv

'

Orphan encounters Potemkin (Terrence Pa rker) , a sh a m an-bun ,
who helps him find Rich and win back his garden.
The love interest is Angel (Cassandra Firman), who form s the
eternal triangle with Orphan and Rich.
Orphan, representing youth and goodness, and Rich, representing
age, wealth and evil, compete to win the "affections" of the beautifu l
girl.
As Potemkin would say, "You'll never know how the play turns
out till you see the second· half."
, , In the opera "La Boheme," Puccini takes up the subject of Bohe.- mians, the precursors of the beatnik and hippie generations. He tells
· of life in the Latin Quarter in Paris and the escapades of a poet (Gary
Bankes), ,a painter (Chuck Stephens), a philosopher (Thomas Blaylock), , and a musician (Thomas Peashka) , collectively known as the
· "Four Musketeers."
•
It is the poet, Rodolfo, who meets a young girl, Mimi (Penny Johnston). They fall in love, separate, and then are reunited.
At the same time, the painter Marcello experiences a turbulent,
· fiery love with Musetta (Georgia Havens). The intertwining of these
two loves spans the extremes of human emotions from joy and ha ppiness to anguish and sorrow.
Reserved space tickets are required for admission. They may be
- picked up in the SUB from 11: 30 to 2: 30, or at the box office fro m
July 29 to August 9. Tickets are free with ASC card, $1.50 for adult s
and 75' for children.

.Public hearing set
Construction .of Walnut Street
to be completed.in September

The first of many public hearThe city has the jurisdiction to
ings to be held at Central will
prosecute campus violators undc·r
take place oii August 6.
the Revised Code of Washington ,
The upcoming hearing regardSection 28B 10 565. This section
The landscaping of Walnut St. between the
Another Urban Renewal Project near comple- ing traffic regulations will be
gives the court jurisdiction -over
SUB and Bouillon Library, is scheduled to be
tion is the Landscape .Site Development Program held in SUB 208 at 10 a.m.
any misdeamer committed on
completed for pedestrian use only in early Septemwhich Breckenridge said proceeds on Walnut St.
The new traffic regulations will
state owned land.
her, said Leon Breckenridge, campus engineer.
to 10th Ave. and on D St. to. 17th including the
basically be the same according
The attorney general feels it is
The planting, however, will not be finished until ·
immediate north and south ~ides of the railroad
to Steve Milam, assistant attortoo bad the hearing must take
place with .the regular year stulater in the fall.
tracks. Landscape, lights, irrigation and walkways . ney general for Central, with the
Sponsored by Urban' Renewal, the landscaping
will be improved, he said.
:
only major change coming in the
dents abse'i\t. But Milam pointed
of Walnut St. will f~at\.tre a large wide walkway
To "upgrade the surface. ·features ~ make it city taking over jurtsdiction of
out that under the new law,
with various lawns aJ}d plantings on each side
· (the landscape) more func~ional and ~nhance its
traffic fines in Ellensburg.
anytime the college community
extending from 14th to loth Ave.
pleasantness" is the goal of the .lJandscaping
Milam stated by the fines going
wishes to review any policy on
proj_ect, explained Breckenridge.
to the .city, people world ~ less
this campus all they need to do
Under the federally-financed program, the Walnut St. Landscaping Project counts on the City- of
· He concluded that although most of the ·projects
likely to · skip out on fines and
is acquire 25 signatures and there
Ellensburg as its governing agency,· stated Breckenare sched¥led to be terminilted by fall quarter, all
the school would be relieved of
will be a new hearing regarding
ridge. He commented that because the college is
of the landscaping will .. be COIJlpleted in
the burden of securing the
grievences of the college commun involved it also participa~~~ in. the projec~... .. . .. , . .. .. ...N.ovem.J;>e.r .. .. . . _ .. . .
)
. .
\ ~.
·
moni~ ~~~1 -~~Ji~.~· .' , . , , 1 , , .. " itf, ~~wa,rd_ tl_le poli_cy .
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r en st es 30 y r love
•
affair en I g in educa

.....

Dr. John Green

by Bill Whiting
associate editor
In the education department's
lecture series Wednesday night
Dean of Education John A. Green,
a noted author on the subject of
measurement and evaluation, told
an audience that they were products of evaluation and then
described what he called the
"current evaluative hassle" in
education.
Green said that evaluation has
a purpose and that purpose is
change.
"Education is ending a 30-year
love affair with tests," he said.
"We have test paranoia and are
confused with the evaluative
process.''
He described the problem of
tests, especially the standardized

Home is just a low cost
long distance call away
VV' tien y o u ' re aw ay from home your call creates a
nice warm feeling on both ends of the line. Wipes
away worry too. After 5 P.M. and on week-ends
always low long distance rates are at their lowest,
especially so when you dial direct. Call often when
you're away. It does so much for you.

test which is unique to this
century, as being a case of validity and reliability. In the IQ test
he said, ''We no longer know
what we are measuring."
He said that the new methods
of grading such as pass. fail, the
A, B, C, W process or no grade
system still create confusion. The
new methods of testing such as
the verbalization of abstractions
are coming into style. However,
this type of testing still relies on
the student's vocabulary as a
reliable indication, he said.
"We have awakened to the fact
that there is a cultural bias in our
tests,'' he said. Educators have
realized that "non WASPS have
different motivations, different
language patterns and different
desires which make testing invalid.
Green said the problems with
most tests are that they are
poorly constructed, they have
poor correlation, they have a low
level cognative measurement and
they create a negative attitude
toward the teacher and learning.
A program of measurement and
evaluation must be accountable
because the establishment mistrusts the educational process,
he said.
A program's result is measured
according to the number of dollars
expended. He said that schools
are required to measure their
students by status measurements
such as the number of students
enrolled, GPA, credit hour costs,
achievement scores and job
placements.
The reason for the evaluative
hassle is that educators have
over sold tests. He said that there
were 100 million tests given per
year to student in the sixties.
"The reason for this number of
tests was in part a profit motive
on part of big business," he said.
With this large number of tests
available there were invalid tests
given, he said. This resulted in a
constant dehumanization of students.
"Invalid tests eat at the self
concept," he said.

Court order
A federal judge has dismissed
the action brought against officials of Central by Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Whitner, a former
assistant professor of music who
was dismissed in 1966.
Mrs. Whitner had sued the college, its president and trustees
in an appeal of her dismissal for
"unethical and unprofessional conduct" and "insubordination."
U.S. District Judge William

In Seam

Establishment of a fund to help
profinance · student-initiated
grams at Central has been .
announced by the Central
Foundation.
Frederic Wolfer, executive director of the foundation, reported
that the fund will be held in
trust for discretionary use by the
ASC.
The student government at the
college has set up a commission

Would you like to know more about the wilderness of th e Cascade
Mountains and learn about the fas cinating aspects of this reg ion ?
If so, the Alpine Lakes Protections Soci ety (A LPS) is s p o n s orin ~
hikes into these areas during August a nd S(' ptember. A L PS lw s -; po11 sored these types of hikes for se veral summers and will co ntinu e tu
do so this summer.
·
"I, will be glad to provide any further information necessa ry to help
the students and community on these outings," s tated Warren Stree t.
one of the ALPS leaders .
Listed below are the dates , destinations and leaders of th e rema in ing hikes for the summer.
Date

For Information .
Call Hike Le adpr:

Destination

Aug. 1
Aug. 14
Aug. 29
Sept. 11-12

Ingall's La ke
Paddy-Go-Easy Pass ,
Sprite Lake
Rampart Lakes
Marmot Lake

John Ebe rle , 925·6378
Ma rk Halperin, 964-2:397
Warren Street, 925-1669
John Eberle, 925-6378

E.RE.OCRA
NEW LOCATION! 408 N. Pearl

GARRARD
ZERO 100
Two-Speed Automatic Turntable
This is the brilliant new star among automatic
turntables, featuring zero degree tracking
error and 12 other major advances.

• The Zero 100
true tangent tone arm

and the

•
•
•
•
•

(306 N. Pine)

called Students Engaged in R e search and Volunteer Expe riences (SERVE) which will coordinate efforsts in a variety of on
and off-campus student acti viti es.
Work of the commission will
include academic and community
relations projects.
Wolfer and the new dean of
undergraduate studies (to be
named in the fall) will act as
advisors to SERVE.

Hikes sponsored

(3rd & Pearl)

Shop & Friends

Mrs. Whitner has been released
from teaching duties at the college after she wrote a se ries of
letters describing , but not substantiating, alleged use of drugs
on the campus.

Funds initiated

Yes Hank,
there is a
Summer Sale
at the

N. Goodwin dismissed the ('.ase ,
ruling that the Ellensburg wom a n
failed to comply with an orde r
that she amend her complaint to
state a specific cause of action.

plus
15% vertical tracking adjustment
Cartridge overhang adjustments
Sliding weight stylus force setting
Magnetic anti-skating control
Variable speed :: 3%

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Illuminated stroboscope
Tone arm safety restrictor
Inte rchangeable spindles
Patented Synchro-Lab Motor
Kinetically matched turntabl e
Gentle 2-point reco rd support
Separate control tabs fo r Au to;
Manual; Cueing / Pausin g

Tracking error up to 160 times as low pe r inch
as standard tone ·arm!
The true tangent tone a rm clearly establi shes the Zero 100
as a revolutionary dev elopment of the first orde r.

NOW ON DISPLAY -

STOP IN TODAY!

Last day of the Summer Sound Spectacular
Demo Sale. HURRY!

Friday, July 30, 1971 -
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Scenes from 'Celebration·' and 'La Boheme'

See related story on page 1

Mr. Edgar Allan Rich (Gary Welch), left, demands
Orphan (Bill Crosby) to tell him his secret to happiness
'.n the musical "Celebration."

Angel (Cassandra Firman), left, sings of her wish to be "somebody" with the
Hittites (Bobbie Hazeltine and Genne Reagan).

Photos by Rich Woodruff

In the opera "La Boheme," Musetta (Georgia
Havens) fights with Marcello (Chuck Stephens) after
he confronts her with infidelity. Rodolfo (Gary

Bankes) and Mimi _ (P~nny Johnson) are oblivious
to the action while they sit at the table and stare at
each other with "starry eyes."

Page 4 -
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Thom Cooper
Editor-in-Chief
Bill Whiting
Associate Editor

Dave Evans
. Advisor

Gary Thomasson
Associate Editor

Published by-weekly on Fridays during the academic year except during examination
weeks and holidays by students of Central Washington State College. Views expressed are
those of student staff, not necessarily CWSC. Mail subscription price: $1.00 per quarter
or $3.00 per year, payable Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Entered
as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Washington 98926. Printed by
Shields Bag and Printing Co., Yakima.

1000 votes
According to the city clerk's office, approximately 45
voters between the ages of 18- and 21-years-old have
registered to vote in the Ellensburg city elections. The
number is surprisingly low considering the amount of
support the 18-year-old vote got when it was initiated.
Nearly all college students will be eligiable to vote in
the city and county elections if they have lived in the
state one year, lived in the county 90 days and have
registered to vote in Ellensburg by August 21.
Statistically if 1000 college students vote in the
September 21 city primary, the election will be decided by the student's vote and in any manner they
choose.
At the present time it appears that students at Central
are endorsing by lack of action candidates coming from .
outside the academic community. Candidates who have
interests centered with the Ellensburg citizenry and
not with the college students are benefited by students
failing to register for city elections.
If students wish to register and they live within the
city limits they should go to the city hall; if students
live in the county they may register at the county
courthouse.
The timing of the election is in favor of the city
sponsored candidates because the election is scheduled
between quarters. This obstacle may be overcome by
requesting an absentee ballot.

-

Wm. P. Whiting

Politics
Richard M. Nixon intends to travel to the People's
Republic of China next May.
He supposedly is taking this trip to help bring the
Chinese and American interests closer together. The ·
premise for the trip is beautiful but Nixon's proposal
for it is questionable.
Nixon - we believe - is planning· to make the trip for
one reason and one reason only. That is to get back into the good graces of the American public.
The trip to China is political. Nixon is and will exploit it to his advantage.
Let's hope the American public sees through his
game.
In addition, we hope that the government of the
People's Republic of China sees through the Nixon
political maneuver. For if they don't, future attempts to
make friends with the Chinese government will be
frustrating for future American Presidents.
Negotiations with Red China, top level contracts and
closer relations could have been launched by the U.S.
government some time ago. Valid reasons for improved
relations have existed for some years.
But if Njxon makes the move solely for personal
gain, it could be another 20 years before the two
governments find common ground for face-to-face
- ·scussions.
Nixon's credibility with the American public has been
straine severely during the past three years. His public posture has been weakened even more by the words
and actions of his vice president.
Now Nixon calls for the public to blindly accept his
nveniently-timed pre-election ris:~ to China as a
teman ·s gest re.
ho is .. e kidding·.
Let us nope that the American elec orate sees
through the sham and resoundingly defeats Nixon at
the next election.
·
Visits to China should not be election-eve gimmickry.
If such a visit will save American lives in Vietnam,
,,.. why wasn't it planned years ago?
Thom Cooper

Legislature passes act
by Tom Dudley
ASC President
The State Legislature did students a favor in passing the new
Higher Education Administrative
Procedures Act.
Effective September 1, 1971,
this act will soon make it pos
sible for students to see in published form all rules and regulations the college has which effect
them, excluding rules related to
internal management of the
institution.
This will solve a good many
problems that students have with
some of the policies on campus,
simply because students often are
not aware of policies and procedures until they violate them.
Another important aspect of
this law is that it requires a
public hearing to adopt or
change existing policies and rules.
The media and anyone who requests notice ~Y the Board of
Trustees must be given 20 days
prior notice to such public hear-·
ings before they can legally take
place.
Instead of a closed administrative meeting to decide policy, we
will soon have an open forum
required by law for individuals
to express their points of view.
It is the perfect opportunity for
students to become a strong pressure group to the . policy-making
process.
If petitioned by 25 members of
the public (students), these hearings must be oral, which will
require face to face communication of students with administrator~·. AdminL tr~tors will finally
be forced to at least listen to th·~
opinions of students even if they
·gr'>re them in the final adoption
of the rules.
Probably the best reason for
this new law is that it will require policies and procedures to
be responsive to the public and
not to the administrators who

administer them. These policies
This waste of time will no longer
will be printed by the state for
be required.
all its citizens to view, not for just
We will now be able to spend
_ our time in helping to make
the students that violate them.
If a "red tag" system exists at
existing policies and rules more
responsive to student needs.
Central, then law requires that it
be published and adopted in
I am not implying that adminaccordance with the law. Any istrators are not open to student
hidden or secret policies will no needs. I'm sure they are concernlonger be hidden or secret, if in ed for students on the campus;
fact they even exist in the first but in many cases, they are more
place. Administrators, hopefully,
interested in the overall instituwill be more cautious than ever tional image than student welfare.
when adopting new policies to
make sure they are right the first
The best way for a college to
time because of the long process
develop a good image is working
required to change these policies
from within to enhance its selfonce they are adopted.
image. Students working with adThis law will greatly affect the
ministrators in developing rules
associated student government at
and regulations and communCentral.
icating their needs as students
Much of the time we spend
can do much to establish a fine
working for students is in search
image of the college in the eyes
of existing policies and rules.
of its own students.

Policy drawn up
on stude:llt records
A new policy on the handling of student records is being prepared
by the ASC.
The proposal introduced by the ASC's new Commission on Student
Rights and Responsibilities will be submitted to the Associated
Student Legislature in the fall.
Mardi Sheridan, commission chairman, is planning an open hearing
at which time all interested parties will be invited to express their
opinions on the present policy and the one proposed by the commission.
Following the hearing, the proposed new policy will lhen be submitted to the ASL for approval. If it is voted upon favorably, it will
go to the Central Board of Trustees for their consideration.
The commission, composed presently of only three students, feels
that the present policy may be an invasion of privacy and violate
some constitutional rights. The U.S. Constitution; among other things,
says, ''The right of the people to be secure in their . . . papers ...
against unreasonable search an 1 seizures, shall not be violated ... "
Following is the test of the new resolution being proposed:
1) A resolution to secure proper handling of student records.
2) Whereas: We are in an age of invasion of privacy by many means.
3) Whereas: Many studies and disclosures have revealed this is a
crises situation:
Continued on page 5
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. A point of view'--------, Council outlines goals
Editor's reporting questioned of community program

To the Editor:
I noted with considerable misgivings your editorial reporting
of the County Commission's reaction to "Sunrise 71" ("Commissioner's Stall Sunrise," July 16
issue of the Crier) .
Your characterization of Ellensburg as a. "backward community"
hardly seems supportable in light
of the evidence presented. If you
are asserting Ellensburg's backwardness on the basis of the
county acting to assure compliance with the law (which may or
may not be "ridiculous", depending on one's viewpoint), that
assertion becomes a glaring nonsequiter.
If you deem the community
backward for failing to enthusiastically embrace a rock festival, in
light of the dismal . precedants
established by such festivals, that
would also seem rather illogical.
And if you ascribe such back-

wardness to an a prior: condition
of buccolic unsophistication interpreted through your own subjective standards of progressive
outlook,
your conclusion
is.
laughable.
Did you apply the same critical
standards of "objective" journalism in reporting the Commission's action that you applied to
your off-hand faith in the festival
organizers and . their ability to
guarantee health, welfare, and
wafety?
Is the tendentious conclusion
that the commissioner's ... "have
done everything in their power
to prevent young people from
getting together'' . . . a reporting
of factor pandering of pique?
Have the Commissioner's ...
"joined the parade to stop the
young from enjoying themselves"
. . . if they are exercising their
responsibility to protect people
from themselves in the process

Policy prepared
. Continued from page 4
4) Whereas: Students have entered into a .business agreement with
the college and pay tuition to secure an education. As an incident
to that contract, students provide personal inform.ation to college
officials and the college masses much information on students in
various offices. This information can include medical records,
counseling reports, psychological and intelligence testing, student
grades, records of participation in legal student activities, disciplinary action before college boards, faculty judgments and
recommendations on students.
5) Whereas: The right of privacy of individuals must be respected
in this technological age, and we must preserve the freedoms
which people once had from a creeping paperwork jungle spawned
by an unthinking bureaucracy.
6) Therefore: We ask the Board of Trustees of this college to state
as a policy of this school, after public hearing and study:
A) Students have access to all files relating to them personally.
B) No information from student ·records except name, last known
address and phone number, and name and address of next of
kin, be supplied except:
·
1) The student has given permission in writing, or,
2) There is a court order on file with the college ordering
issuance of such information.
C) Any exceptions to this regulation shall be set only after public
hearings on such exceptions and approval by the Board of '.
Trustees . .
D) Additional safeguards for student records should be established
" by the board after consideration of the policies of the Fair
Credit Reporting Law, the Russell Sage Foundation Study, and
other studies in this field.
E) Violations of this confidentially rule by college personnel should
be grounds for disciplinary action, including possible dismissal
·from employment.

TIRED ·Of SELF-SERVICE?

A plan outlining the goals of the
Kittitas County Action Council
was presented to the council's
governing board Tuesday night.
According to the report, there
are six major areas of concern
for the council-economi~ development, housing, education, legal ·
aid, transportation and recreation.

lished, along with an adult basic
education project. Twenty-six
of enjoyment?
residents have completed the
Can you demonstrate from firstGeneral Education Developn:ient
hand knowledge that the festival
program of the council.
will be properly managed and
The council hopes to construct
will not become a tribulation for
45 units of low-cost housing and
the community? Have you examtQ rehabilitate another 15 homes.
ined the new law on rock festiConstruction is planned for · 40
vals for its merits, as well as its
homes through a Farmer's Home
irritants?
Administration program.
When is the consideration for
Louis Marx, executive chairA legal aid program has been
the sensibilities of a community man of the council, said a cominitiated, according to the reto be taken into account? Could mittee had been set up to export, and local attorneys are
it be that Kittitas Valley simply amine economic needs of the
available in the courthouse once
does not collectively desire a rock community.
a week.
festival?
The governing board of the
To aid the economic developIf the vaunted consideration of
Kittitas
CAC also approved a re- ·
ment
of
the
community,
a
fullyouth for the preferences of indiport concerning a proposed utility
viduals is present, have the pre- time economic development corate schedule for low-income
ferenc_e s _of the· majority of indi- · ordinator has been hired through
residents. The report asks for
victuals comprising this commun- a federal program.
"special consideration" in rates
In
the
area
of
education,
a
job
ity been sought or determined?
for low-income utility users.
No legal circumscription can training program has been estabestablish such mutual respect and
consideration. Was consideration
Reasonable Rates
of the community's welfare the
Prompt Servlm
guiding motive for festival organFree Estimates
izers?
If the editorial/article (or comExclusive Dealer
ment/news) was meant to be an
Soundcrest and Artpolnt
example of opinionage qua journWedding
Stationery
alism, then it admirably achieved
that end.
On the other hand, if a newspaper is obligated to separate
news from opinion, and is beholden to a public trust for ob412 N. Pearl-925-9311
jectivity, your front-page affrontery was a mockery of all conventions of reportorial honesty.
It would seem that a "credability-gap" has developed in
Crier editorial policy. I can hope
that your considered pondering
of that condition would temper
your canards upon the community, and harmonize the shrill
overtones of emergent libel.
It would be unfortunate if the
Crier were to fall victim to the
infantile paroxysms of reactionary journalism.

CAPITAL PRINTING CO.

KEEP BOTH ENDS KOOLI
STP Keep Kool
Radiator Treatment
for your engine up front
and a
Kool Kooshion for you.

Peace,
Frederic F. Wolfer, Jr.
Executive Director, CWSC
Foundation
Director, Alumni/Development

a a

Triangle A,uto ·Supply Co.

Y

Are YOU Registered?
Register for the Fall Primaries
before Aug. 21, 1971 at
City Hall, 5th & Pearl.

100 N. Main

' 962-9876

DO IT TODAY!

4 BLOCKS OFF OF
· . ._ MAIN ST. ON KITTITAS RD.

ZITTINGS

DEPT. STORE
& SUPERMARK.ET

Try

ZITTINGS ·IS ELLENSBURG'S LARGEST ONESTOP SHOPPING CENTER - - STORE INCLUDES
CAMERAS - FILM
HARDWARE HOUSEWARES
2nd & Main
925-2055

Full Service and lo~ prices, too!

TAPE RECORDERS

,,.,.,,

CLOTHING & SHOES FOR WHOLE FAMIL
RECORDS - TAPES

SPORTING GOODS

PAINT · BRUSHES · ROLLERS

FAB~ICS ~

PHARMACY

DOM EST ICS

GARDEN SHOP
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Central student Jim Gentile
files as city council candidate
people in the community to get
Youth has reared it's ugly
into politics. head in Ellensburg politics. Jim
This · is. important, Gentile addGentile, 23., has filed to run for
ed, because the school and the
3rd position on the Ellensburg
town keep each other going, so
City Council. He is possibly the
youngest person ever to run for . the students should get .in there.
Students intere$ts, he said, and
a city council position. According
city interest go "hand in hand."
to City Hall, Darrei Curtis has
Gentile emphasized that it is
also filed for this position and
"very important that young
the incumbent, Wayne Johnson,
people register."
is not planning to run. ,
"I'm not anticipating all my
· Gentile has lived in_Ellensburg
support from the - 18-20-year-old
for one year and is a freshman
voters though," he added, '_'and
at Central majoring in AnthroI'm really pleased that I'm getpology. He was raised in Kent
ting a lot of support from those
where he participated in high
over 21."
school student government and
In an effort to get more youths
worked as a real estate salesman
to vote, Gentile talked to the
and _furniture store manager after
League of Women Voters and
graduation;
City Hall to try to get someone
(ientile says he is running because he "sees a lot of people - 'to go up to campus to register
students.
saying this should be done ..and
This is Jim Gentile's platform:
that should be done but nobody
I propose an enlargement or
does it. I want to get in there and
building of a new day care centry to do it." Jim says that he
ter. The present center is too
likes this city , plans to stay
small to handle young people
here and hopes to do it some
of the city. The center was
good.
originally built from government
He hopes that by running he
funds and they have run out. The
can · open the door for young

GREAT
SUMMER SAVINGS
AT -THE BIG

PAR-KING LOT SALE
THIS WEEKEND
AT

DOWNTOWN

FREE PARKING

5th & Ruby

Jim Gentile

Financial aid hit
Students seeking financial aid
next year should be aware of
drastic cut-backs in some· of the
previously offered programs.
The work-study program will
be cut in half. This program
offers students college-associated
jobs. The number of working
hours are based on need as determined by a parent's confidential
(financial) statement. The employer pays 20 per - cent of the
salary and the government, 80
per cent.
Last year, o~er 120 students
were employed under this plan.
The Educational Opportunity
Grant program will be 20 per
cent smaller. This plan is basically for students whose parents
make under $6,000 a year. A financial statement is also required.
- The National Defense Loan,
however, will be increased next -

center is run on a co-op basis
where parents spend time with
all the children there. To keep
this very important center going
the city must help out.
I propose that city government
have a set of standards governing
The Family Planning Center in
rental homes in the city. It has
Ellensburg counts Central stubeen noted that _many people
dents for ninety per cent of its
are living in unfit homes and
clientele, said Mrs. Patsy Isakson,
paying exceedingly high rent.
a registered nurse with the
Because these buildings detract
center.
from the beauty of the neighborFunded by a grant from the
hoods, it is of everyone's concern
State Health Service, Mrs Isakson
to see that proper maintenance
said that the center is not con- be upheld.
nected with the Planned ParentI propose that the public - hood Organization, which . is deschools in the city be better
pendent -on donations.
utilized for the needs of the citiA feature the center -offered
zens. Appropriate superv1s10n
this summer is a medical clinic.
could be arranged to insure use
Mrs. Isakson said for each Tuesof the school playgrounds in the
day evening clinic a physician is
summer months by young people
present and twenty women, by
instead of constructing new parks.
appointment, are able to particiWhy should taxpayers have an
pate in the weekly session.
increase in taxes for new parks
The women attend a class on
when there -are 'park areas at
contraception and then see the
every school?
physician individually for a pelvic
I propose that part of the city
examination and a pap smear,
(about six square blocks} be
continued Mrs. Isakson.
closed to motor traffic. This area
With the advice of the physiwould be a large -indoor and outcian, each women decides which
door mall which would . make it
kind of contraception is best for
possible for citizens -in the comher, she said.
munity to set up fresh air stands
- The fee for the medical clinic
and sell foods they grew or prooperates on a sliding scale from
duced. This also would create a
zero to $15, explained Mrs.
need for a large parking area.
Isakson.
The west end of town contains
She stated, ''The nurse disseveral empty lots and abancusses with the girl how much
doned buildings which would
she can afford or would like to
make ample parking space as
pay.
well as clean up the area for
"No one would be turned away
everyone concerned.
if there would be financial difI propose that the city council
ficulty. Arrangements can be
try to control or eliminate the
made," said Mrs. Isakson.
problem of pollution.
She further stated that prescrip-

year. This · loari is available to
students whose parents make
under $15,000 a year. The student
must be in good standing and
must take seven or more credits.
Tuition and fee waivers will
be increased. Over 200 are expected to be given next year.'
This also requires a parent's
statement and is good only for
Washington State residents.
The - college has also made
plans to increase the availability
of short-term loans. These loans
are for up to $150 and must be
paid back after 30 days. No
financial statement is required.
Also available to college students - is the Federally Insured
Bank Loan. This loan must be
applied for at a bank.
For further information, contact Mr. John Liboky in the
Financial Aids oJfice.

Family planning

Campus keeps center busy
tions for contraceptives are filled
at the center.
Pills are one dollar per package or per month after the first
month's supply which is contained .in the clinic fee, explained
Mrs. lsaks<;m.
She described the basiC services offered by the Family Planning Center as pill refills, preg- '
nancy tests and counseling and
fertility counseling. These functions, stated Mrs. Isakson, are
filled by registered nurses during
the summer office hours of 1 to
5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The -center is located at
507 Nanum.
,
Mrs. Isakson said that during
the regular school year six medical clinics are offered per month.
However, the nursing clinic functions are the same with nurses
on hand at all times during the
center's office hours.

Honor roll
The Central _spring quarter
honor roll has been announced
by vice president for academic
affairs, Dr. Edward Harrington.
Students on the list number
1,584. Those on the honor roll
have achieved a minimum of 3.25
grade point average for spring
. quarter. To be eli,gible for the honor roll
a .student must complete at least
12 :. ~redit- hours: ·' during the
quarter. · -

Come down. Today for: ~; the

..,~*41/~f/l'Pi/Jf ..
WELCOME BACK

OPEN 6 a.m. _till 1 a.m.

_THE BIKES
ARE HERE

"FOOD WITH A REPUTATION"
FOR COCK.TAILS & DINING
VISIT OUR NEW

_, _

: MO.,ERN

.

e·

e

~

f~la11 <,~,,,,,

· :-·

'

'

R•tummtDial

962-9977

·BACK -

f>A·cloNG .

4 'Blocks
W. of College _
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97

foUr -se::osons:·

Elten•rg

'

-- .1 • .. _-

'

''.

'

'· · .; _·:··. -_ .. _.-

:_· -'

·RECREATION .CENTER

'GALAXY -ROOM , -962-9908
',

'
\ ,

.

SO() w~ 8th

.Acro$S :from the -Thunderbird
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Third year added
to YVC curriculum
An educational program designed to offer third-year-level
college instruction in Yakima has
been proposed by Central and
Yakima Valley Community Col:
lege (YVC).
The program is pfanned as an
aid to those persons who have
completed the first two years of
a college education but, for personal, financial or other reasons,
find it impossible to move to a
four-year campus for the final
two years.
A variety of courses may be
offered, allowing students to
work toward completion of theil,"
major and other third-year requirements, thus reducing the
time they must later spend on a
four-year campus to finish a
degree.
Dr. Robert Carlton, associate
deal of Graduate Studies at Central, said that both full and parttime enrollment in the third-year
program will be available.
Classes will be held on the YVC

Test aviator speaks
on SST decision
A record-setting Air Force test
pilot, who served as an SST technical advisor, July 21, called the
Congressional decision to kill the
U.S. supersonic transport project
illogical.
· Col. Robert Stephens, the speaker for a Central aerospace prqgram banquet, claimed that the
halt to the Boeing SST project

was "untimely" since the aircraft
company was "so close" to the
capability of flying two prototypes.
"History has shown that any
basic improvement in the transportation system improves t~e
economy," Stephens added.
The veteran Air Force officer,
who has set both speed and
altitude records as a test pilot,
predicted that the aerospace industry will experience an upturn
even though things look ''mighty
bleak'' now.
"And some day we'll determine
that we need an SST,'' he said,
"only it will cost a whole lot
more money."
Stephens spoke to participants
in a special Central summer aerospace workshop who had returned to Ellensburg from a several-

Books by Central Faculty

campus, a junior college .ordinarily limited to two years of college
ipstruction.
Fees for the upper level classes
will be consistent with . those for
full-time resident students at
Central.
Profes sors from Central will
travel to Yakima to teach the
classes.
In order to identify the needs
of potential students for the pro. gram and to decide which courses
will be taugpt, a survey is being
launched. The Greater Yakima
Chamber of Commerce is assisting with the survey and will have
questionnaires available to interested individuals or employers.
Information may be obtained at
the chamber office, 248-2021, or
at YVC or Central.
Carlton said that the two colleges are cooperating in the program to more effectively and
· responsibly serve the state's central area.

week tour of the nation's top
civilian and military aerospace
centers.
Stephens, who has been a military test pilot for 23 years, was
first associated with the Boeing
Co. as a military liaison man.
He then served as a technical
advisor to the firm 's SST program because of his experience
in fast, high-flying military aircraft.
The pilot-advisor was critical
of those opponents of the supersonic program who have claimed
that fleets of SSTs would cause
everything from a new ice age to
a heat wave and melting of the
....ice cap.
"I feel it would be somewhere
in the middle," Stephens said.
"In other words, it would be just
like it is."
Stephens claimed, in response
to criticism of the SST, that pollution from the supersonic aircraft
would be minimal. He said that
only .2 per cent of urban air
pollution can be attributed to
aircraft flights while 99 per cent
is due to automobile exhaust and
industrial and residential
emissions.
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King Down Came
by Richard Johnson Sl.95

The First 75 Years
by Samuel Mohler S4.50

A Woman and Certain Women
by Phillip Garrison Sl.95

A College Looks at American Values
edited by Elwyn Odell 57.00

Theology and Meaning·
by Raeburne S. Heimbeck S7.50

Library and

Classro~m

Displays

·by Frank Bach and Edward Haines s 1.so

Books by Local .Authors·
Showshoe Hikes in the Cascades
by Gene Prater S3. 95

ou're at Liberty Here
. by Josee Jordon S2.50

Locally Published Magazines
Trip to the_Top

. 1969-70 NAIA Tournament Team

Village Review

Central's Quarterly

lnscape

. Central' s literary Magazine

Poems.

Central's Poetry Pamphlet

Mag~zine

Relax af

The Brick
in Roslyn

Mirror Northwest

. Collections from Community Colleges

All of these books and nlagazines are in a
special display fe~tured th.is week.

•Pool
•Kegs
•Atmosphere

Wildcat Shop
Mo'n day - Friday
12 Noon - 5 p.m.
•

~

I

'.!
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W~n~~~orking class ticks
vanced woodworking class at
Central are referring to their
classroom-workshop as - the Little
Switzerland of Ellensburg.
Things have really been ticking
since the students planned and
organized a fictitious corporation, "The Tic-Toe Company."
Class instructor Dr. Robert
Nannay explained it this way.
"Rather than have each student
select and design an individual '
project the entire class decided to
mass produce a single project."
After considerable deliberation
and decision making, the group
decided on "The Old School
Clock.''
Nannay acted in a consulting
role as the class organized its own
company by selecting a company
president, a design engineer, a
safety engineer, a purchasing
agent, a production engineer, a
quality control engineer and a
shop foreman.
Other students became involved
with tooling, prototype development, maintenance, jig and fixture design, and drafting. Along
with these "role-playing" activities, each student participated in
work on the production line.
Before actual production could
begin, numerous problem-solving
situations were encountered by
the students. The initial problem
dealt with the clock's design.
What should be its shape?
What materials should be used

in constructing it? What kind of
dial and mechanism should be on
the clock?
These questions and more were
answered after interaction between class members and the
"design engineer."
Perhaps the greatest obstacle
the class faced was the design
and development of the many
production jigs which were
needed to perform the numerous
machine operations in the con-

INSURED?
Be sure •••
See DON JONES
LICENSED INSURANCE BROKER
310 N. PINE

ELLENSBURG; WASH.

SUMMER SALE
The following items up to 40°/o off
• Summer Polyester Dresses
Sportswear & coats
• Dresses Reg. $10 to $80
• Pant Suits Reg. $21 _to $135
• Summer Weight
Coats & Jackets Reg. $8 to $80

struction of the clock.
Since the clock was to have an
eight-sided face, a jig had to be
made that would hold wood going
into the saw at a precise angle
to assure a snug fit at each
corner of the face. This responsibility rested on the shoulders of
the "production engineer."
Because this was to be a mass
produced item, a proper flow of
materials through the woodworking laboratory needed to be
arranged.
The glueing and clamping _of
parts and the decision on the
finishing process were additional
problems which had to be solved.
According to Nannay, a prime
o.bjective of the course was to
"familiarize the student with the
simulated organization and function of one type of contemporary
industry. Furthermore," Nannay
said, "the students became acquainted with the tools, materials,
and equipment utilized by a production industry."
Most students in the class are
public school teachers in the
technology and industrial education area who have returned to
the Central campus for additional study. Some other class
members are future teachers.

SUMMER SALE
Full Selection of

YAMAHA
Now 5 °/o- off for cash
'71

The following items 25°/o off
• Al I Pant Tops & Blouses Reg. $6 to $21
• Al I Shorts & Culottes Reg. $6 to $22
• Swim Suits

•

Triumph
Bonn.
New $1525

USED BIKES
'70 Honda CL 175, rebuilt engine .. $375
'67 Honda, 305 cc

The following items 50°/o off
• A Selection of Pants & Culottes
• A Selection of Bras

_Margaret·'s
a••
"'A.• IN·THE m
rMU.11

MMf.net Miller
1201 .•

Nannay believes the experience
received by these Central students in planning and JJroducing
"The Old School Clock" will
identify for them another method
of teaching which could be readily adapted to the elementary,
junior high school and senior high
school industrial arts program.

Student enrollment for fall
quarter still is running slightly
behind enrollment figures from
last year.
According to Enos Underwood,
registrar, freshman enrollment as
of July 16 is 1015. This is a drop
of 80 from the 1970 total. Transfer enrollment is 495. This is a
drop from the 544 · figure of last
year.
Underwood stated there will be.
two tuition dates this year because of the State Legislature's
increasing of fees. The process
will be handled with the students
receiving a payment card for $120
to be paid by August 9. They will
then receive a post-billing payment card in the mail for the
additional $29. The post-billing
card will be sent out in the first
week of September.
As of July 17 last year, 1,756
students had enrolled at Central.
This year's figure is running
slightly less, at 1,604. Underwood
commented that the college is
running behind but the final
figures will not be known until
the tuition deadline August 9.
Veterans of Vietnam will not
pay the additional $29 payment
because. of the State Legislature's
amendment to the tuition bill
excluding vets from the increase.

Prepsters cheer
Perhaps you.'ve seen a frolicking, bouncy bunch of pretty young
girls around campus or maybe you've been trampled by them as they
gallop by on their way back and forth from Nicholson Pavilion
stomping grounds.
In the last two weeks, over 1,000 girls and 50 boys from practically
every high school in the state have invaded Central's campus to take
part in the cheerleading confere nee.
Sponsored by the Washington Association of Secondary School
Principals, the conference is broken up into three sessions of four
and one-half days.
The cheerleaders are instructed by staff members from the National Cheerleading Association who work principally with cheering
techniques and yell staff advisors from various high schools concerned with leadership aspects.
The director of the conference is Sandra Stonebreaker, a counselor
from Thomas Jefferson High -School in the Federal Way District.
Co-directing is Coke Roberts from West Seattle High School.
According to Mrs. Stonebreaker, "The most important part of the
conference is the leadership aspect and their responsibility to their
school. Cheerleading techniques are important but secondary to
leadership qualities.''
The girls are _boarding at Courson and Muzzall Halls and the boys
live at Munson Hall.
Carol Parkerson from Ferndale High School said, "We're really
learning a lot of stuff. I didn't realize all the competition, but it's
helped us, we've really improved.''
Despite the heat and obstacles to cross on the way to the pavilion,
the girls have brought a considerable amount of "cheer" to the
campus.

SPORTS CYCLES
All MX's $100 off

• Loungewear

Fall entrance
slightly down

$350

'70 Bridgestone 100
TMX, new full
warranty .... . $350
'69 Triumph Bonn . $995

YAMAHA
OF ELLENSBURG
400 W. 5th

925-9330

We buy used articles
We sell items on consignment
Pawn loans· on anything of value
/FOR SALE
Bicycles
Televisions
Radios
Guns

MONTE'S TIME SHOP
OPEN 9 - 5:30

403 N. PEARL

~

6 DAYS A WEEK

925-9690
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Give me an 'F'

"F-1-G-H-T" - _Kathy Hurst, a cheerleader at Whitworth College
and a Cheerleader Conference staff member, leads a group of high

school cheerleaders in a yell.
page.)

Cheerleader staff members demonstrate an acrobatic act to a group of
high school cheerleaders. They make the act "look easy" and then ...
~.'
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(See related story on facing

... the high school cheerleaders are given a dtawe
to try out their skills. Not bad for a first attempt.
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Magazine planned
by Central student
by Bill Whiting
associate editor
Poetry III, Central's newest
student literary publication, is
designed to present student and
faculty literary efforts regularly
and at low cost.
Kipy Poyser, publisher-editor
of the publication said: "The
purpose of Poetry III and the
two other previous publications
of Poems has been to provide a
focal point for the literary activity on campus with the best
possible service to the reader and
the artist-writer.''
A need for a frequent literary
publication gave Poyser the idea
of beginning a small, low cost
magazine. His first issue, Poems,
came out in April and since then
another issue was published and
another is planned to be circulated this weekend under the title
Poetry III.
"The .title of the magazine may
be confusing," Poyser said, "because it has changed and will
probably change again. I feel a
title doesn't make a publication
of this sort-the quality of prose
and poetry carries all the weight,
not the mag format.''
The cost of publication has
been low with the money for the
first issue coming from Poyser.
The second issue was boosted by
revenue from the first issue.

''There is hardly any money
available for a literary publication on this campus, but there is
even less official support available," he complained.
He added that since there is no
money or support available it
does not necessarily mean that
there is not a direct need for a
literary publication. Poyser related that the need created his
publication.
The previous issues Poyser has
printed have been on mimeograph paper with a construction
paper cover. Poetry III will be of
a higher quality format with a
silkscreen cover and multilith
printing.
In the issue planned for August
a literary prize will be offered
for the best poetry. The best
poem, judged by selected faculty
and the editor, will be awarded
ten dollars. The poem judged
second best will be awarded
five dollars.
Poetry III will be available in
the bookstore, Jerrol's, Captain
America, Shop and Friends and
the Country Post.
Poems or short stories may be
submitted for publication to Poyser's home: 504 1/2 N. Sampson,
or to the secretary of the English
department 01' the fourth floor
of the Language and Literature
Building.

Shakes, Sundaes &
Devils Food A La Mode

WINCfiELL'S DONUT HOUSE
OPEN 24 HOURS
100 W. Eighth Ave.

962-2841

Honda Trail 90.

1he fishennan's short cut.

Music prof
wins tourney
by Gary Thomasson
associate editor
"I just don't fit the image."
These are the words of Assistant Professor of Music Raymond
L. Wheeler who recently won
the Northwest regional championship of the National Rifle Association held in La Grande, Ore.
Wheeler was speaking of his
occupation of music and hobby
of rifle· shooting when he claimed he doesn't fit the image of a
marksman. But he won the title
with an overall score of 3197
points out of a possible 3200
during the two-day, smallbore
shooting competition.
In winning the regional championships Wheeler made it a
clean sweep in the Northwest.
Earlier this year he won both the
Oregon and Washington State
championships. He has swept the
Washington State title seven
years in a row and 12 out of the
past 14 years.

Raymond ,L. Wheeler displays his target and Germanmade .22 caliber rifle he uses in competition.

Draft informs men
about registration
notices in letters outlining the
responsibilities of darft-age men
who face possible induction under current regulations.

Citing uncertainties caused by
the present lapse in induction
authority, Selective Service Director Curtis W. Tarr today asked
all of his 4,100 local boards to
make a maximum effort to inform
draft-age men about the present
status of the draft and the registrant's relationship to the Selective Service System.
In a two-page letter, the draft
director said, "It is essential that
we communicate to all registrants that the registration, classification and examination functions of the Selective Service
System are continuing on a
'business as usual' basis and that
there is a high probability that
the induction authority for those
who have never had a deferment
will be reinstituted in the near
future"
Tarr asked the local boards to
explain the present situation to
local news media and to enclose

r

Wheeler's nearest competitor in
the regional competition was Joe
Specht from Reno, Nev., who
scored an overall 3193 points.
The music professor began
shooting competitively in 1948.
He uses an Anschutz .22 caliber
target rifle.
He has been a member of the
National Rifle Association since
1948. He has competed in the
national smallbore tournament in
Ohio once, where he placed third
in the iron sight aggragate competition.
A woodwind specialist, particufarly in the clarinet, Wheeler
came to Central from the Uni-

Tarr's letter said that he be-

versity of Puget Sound in 1964.

lieves that many young men
erroneously think that the Selective Service Act has expired and
that the System has been terminated. Accordingly, he urged the
local boards to inform men that
they may be unintentionally
breaking the law by failing to
register at age 18, by failing to
notify their boards of change in
their status or by failing to report, if ordered, for their preinduction physical examinations.
Earlier this month, Tarr instructed his local boards to continue the registration and classification of draft-age men and to
continue ordering for preinduction examinations those who may
be needed to fill calls during the .
remainder of 1971.

He seldom travels away from the
Northwest when shooting com- ·
petitively because of the demands on his time as a college
instructor.
Wheeler admits that his hobby
is "not much of a spectator
sport." He finds it to be similar
in comparison to golf or bowling.
As for the relationship between
performing music and rifle shooting, Wheeler finds a parallel in
attitude and psychology. He insists that there has to be mental
discipline in both.
"When I get up to play a clarinet solo, I'm just as tense and
find I must concentrate as
much as when I'm shooting.
When it comes time to work,
you can work," he said.

Every body needs milk

FRESH
'·/~
'·

//,

f:lt1.
h

-- ~/

Heading into the great o4'ttdoors? Ride the best trail
bike - the Honda Trail 90. Feature for feature you
can't beat it. Swivel-lok handlebars for easy packing.
Dual-range transmission for easy or rough going.
Adjustable carburetion. The famous Honda four-stroke
engine. USDA-approved spark arrestor/muffler to
protect the environment. Strong Honda warranty to
protect you. Come in and see it now. And bring your
fishing gear.

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Main

FOODSTAMI'

SHOPPERS

Vi-Goll~n

42

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m. · 7 p.m.

WINEGAR'S DAIRY/.w~;:·:. ,
Just 6 Blocks West
of Nicholson Pavilion

925-3146

Hollda has the lineup'71

~

419

w.- 15th

925-1821

-+-

J
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Youth Fares to

EUROPE
Via Pan Am Polar Route
Ages 15-25 in.elusive

by Ruth Westerga~rd
staff reporter
"One out of ten students will
experience emotional conflicts
severe enough to require professional help," stated Dr. Dana L.
Farnsworth, director of Howard
University Health Services.
An extensive study of freshmen
classes since World · War II at
Haverford College in Pennsylvania ·
revealed the present generation
of students are required to cope
with drastically increased workloads, as well as panic initiated
by competition for admission to
colleges.
It has been estimated that
100,000 students threaten to commit suicide, 10,000 attempt suicide, and 1000 succeed.
The Counseling and Testing
Center in Sue Lombard Hall has
been attempting to cope with
similar pro~lems at Central.
Stated Wells Mclnelly, psychol-ogist and regular counselor at
the center, "College is a stressful
time in life." He added that there

is documentation that these problems are concomitant with college.
Offering several kinds of counseling - academic, social, vocational, and emotional, the staff of
the counseling center includes a
director, coordinator of testing,
four counseling psychologists and
a psychometrist during the academic year. Two full time and
two half-time clerical staff members are also employed by the
center. During summer quarter
the center continues but with a
smaller staff.
The services of the center are
for students, families of students,
and the general campus community. However, according to McInelly, some students never even
know about the center.
"We have plenty of things to
keep us busy," said Mclnelly. But,
he added, "there is no problem
that's too trivial or too great that
we won't deal with it.·~
Problems attended by counselors range from roommate diffi~ulties to drug problems, poor
grades, fears of homosexual ten-

dencies, and emotional problems
caused by pregnancy, stated McInelly.
He summarized that there are
''. . . as ma9y different kinds of
problems as people who have
them."
The center's regular hours are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mclnelly stated,
"We try not to turn anyone away
who has a problem.'"
During the academic year the
center operated a drop-in center
in the Stephens-Whitney complex.
That has been discontinued. · Still,
individual counselors often receive calls at night. Mclnelly
stated, "I don't know of any time
anyone has failed to respond to
one of those calls.''
"We do a fair amount of crisis
intervention ... and furnish some
support and training of volunteers
to the Ellensburg Crisis Line
(925-4168)," said Mclnelly. He
added, counselors provide backup services to the Crisis Line,
handling situations that require
professional assistance.
Referring to the relationship

Educator. attends conference
to discuss foreign policies
Dr. James Applegate, assistant
professor of education, recently
attended a foreign policy conference for educators in Washington,
D.C.
The 500 educators from throughout the U.S. that were invited
to the conference by the secretary of State were briefed on
current foreign policy and future
outlooks by ranking under secretaries and the assistant secretary
of State.
Upon arrival Applegate said the
educators attended a reception
held by Secretary of State
William Rogers.
During the two day conference
the various under secretaries
presented half hour explanations
of the state of affairs in their
individual areas of the world.
Applegate said the general ton.e
of the diplomats was "Less than
cautious optimism." The tone
plus " ... the fact that they submitted themselves to questions
lends ... " to the idea of credibility, he stated.
" ... I felt they weren't trying
to pull the wool over my eyes ...
In most cases (they were) being
quite credible ... " For the most

part, he added, the questioners
received specific answers.
The conference was "oriented ·
primarily .toward the - future,"
Applegate said. A "hot issue"
was the Pentagon Papers, which
seemed to trouble U.S. diplomats
bec.a use of their influence of the
papers on U.S. relations with
foreign countries.
During the questioning sessions
the diplomats were '' ... continually pressed with some kind of
moral principles to guide foreign
policy," stated Applegate. The
diplomats, hdwever, could not
seem to enumerate them, . he
added.
'' ... As long as we' re talking
progress is being made," was
the under secretary's response to
any disappointment in the lack
of progress in the Middle East,
Applegate said.
Concerning the problems of
foreign relations in general,
Applegate said that the government seems to be " ... working
on them steadily and slowly and
it's going to be a long, drawn
out process."
Cooperatively organized by· the
of
Social
National
Council

Studies and the National Association of Secondary School Principals, the session lasted two days,
June 29 and 30.
The major topics were elements of foreign policy; Asia, the
Middle East crisis; cross cultural
communications; Latin America;
AID; the U.S. and Europe; the
Peace Corps; and the future of
the United Nations.
Concurrent panel topics included the stratety of realistic deterrence, the development of human
resources, the population problem,
the environmental crisis, the forthcoming U.N. conference and
China.

at the

UGLY BEAR
15c:: Schooners · 90¢ Pitchers
9 p.m. - 12 Midnight Monday

WINE NIGHT
8

p.m·. -

12 Midnight
Wine Flips - 3oc::

Individuals are not restricted in
the length of counseling. Mclnelly
said, "We don't restrict our clients
to a particular number of interviews or a problem."
,; Group ~ounseling, in the forms
of married coup~es, group therapy,
sensitivity or T-groups and encounter groups are provided by
the center for persons interested
in group experiences, Mclnelly
stated.
A counseling group combining
group experience with attempts
at academic improvement was
sponsored by the center during
the academic year. Effective
Study Pr9cedures (ESP) were
"courses designed to help students improve their grades," McInelly said.
The sessions held twice a week
for eight weeks, dealt with attitude behavior patterns that affected students' grades. Students
who participated .in . the completely ungraded course have
improved their grades significantly, Mclnelly said.
Persons desiring group experience should come to the Counseling and Testing Center and
discuss it with one of the counselors. Other interested persons
would be notified and the group,
with a counseling psychologist
participating, could decide on
their format, Mclnelly explained.
Although the Central Counseling
and Testing Center is under-

staffed, according to the studentcounselor ratio, Mclnelly said he
felt that Central was fortunate in
comparison to other colleges.
Explaining the distinct problems encountered by college students, Arthur Henly in Todays
Health (Sept., 1969) stated, "It is
a time when young people are
expected to establish their own
independence, yet are not able
to sever their financial and emotional ties to home. It is a time
for the first flexing of adult
muscles, but in a strange new
atmosphere and with the fear of
failure breathing down their
backs."

Get25cfor
any24Lucky
beer bottles
or 12C for any
24 Lucky cans
returned to:
CASCADE BEVERAGE COMPANY
703 Wenas Street
Ellensburg, Washington
Friday 7 a.m. to 10 a.m.

FOR DETAILS: CALL:

925-3432
or donate to your nearest ecology center

WHY PAY MORE SOMEWHERE ELSE?
BUY YOUR TIRES AT DARREL'S!

AMOCO CXV 70 SERIES
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Double-belted Fiberglass
Whitewalls - Compare at $50.00 .and Up - This Mo_n th Only!
. F.E.T.
EACH

SALE PRICE
EACH

Listen to KOL FM
Stereo Music

between counselor and client,
Mclnelly said, "The client has, by
state law, privileged communica.tion. The only time that a counselor is ethically and legally
allowed (to divulge a confidence)
is if the client's life or someone
else's life is in danger. If society
or the individual will be hurt,
· only then will a counselor be able
to break a confidence."
Parents and relatives of clients
are never notified by the counseling service of the client's participation in counseling.

Buy 2 or·More
Tires and Get
Free Balancing.
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Magoo comes to Central
MAGOO FLICK

KIDDIE MOVIE

PLAY

Kids have their own movie each
Tuesday afternoon at 2: 30 in
Hebeler Auditorium. "Mr. Magoo
in Sherwood Forest" is the next
presentation.

Scheherazade
proves
once
again that once a king, always
a king; but "1001 Arabian
Nights" is enough.
"1001 Arabian Nights" is the
kiddie movie Tuesday, August 10
at 2: 30 p.m. in Hebeler
Auditorium.

Advance sales for "Celebration" tickets started yesterday in
the SUB and people must reserve
space in order to insure seating.
Any extra tickets for performances can be picked up at the
door.
Admission is free for ASC
card holders; otherwise, adults
are $1.50 and 75¢ for children.
Curtain nights for "Celebration" are August 4, 6, 11 and 13,
in Barge Threepenny Playhouse
at 8:30 p.m.

ASC FLICK

Tonight and tomorrow, the
ASC movie will be "Harper."
Showings begin at 7 p.m. each
night in McConnell Auditorium
and admission is one quarter with
your ASC card.
UNDERGRADUATE EXAM

Those who have registered
should not forget about the
Undergraduate Record Exam tomorrow mornings.
TENOR RECITAL

Jeff Mitchell will give his
graduate tenor recital Thursday
in Hertz Recital Hall at 8: 15 p.m.
Accompanied by Gerald Crofford,
he will sing songs in German,
Italian and English.

Official
Notices
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO
ADOPT, AMEND OR
REPEAL RULES

Notice is hereby given that at
10 a.m. Friday, August 6 in SUB
208, the Dean of Students will,
in a meeting open to the public,
adopt, amend or repeal rules
concerning pedestrian traffic,
vehicular traffic and parking
rules and regulations of Central.
Interested persons may submit
data, views or arguments to the '
dean's office in writing' to be
received prior to August 6 and/ or
orally at 10 a.m. Friday in
SUB 208.

PIANO RECITAL

Gerald Crofford will repeat the
performance he gave at his
April 2 senior piano recital in
Hertz Recital Hall at 8 p.m.,
Tuesday.
One of his six numbers is
written for two pianos, wherein
Crofford will be accompanied
by Damian Sokol.
EDUCATION LECTURE

Dr. Chris L. Buethe, from New
Mexico State University, will
speak Wednesday about "A FarOut Junior High School," at
7: 30 p.m. in Hebeler Auditorium.
LAST LECTURE

· Dr. Herbert Spitzer will· deliver
the final lecture for the education department's lecture series.
Speaking as a nationallyrecognized authority, his_ topic
will be ''Theory and · Practice in
Elementary School Mathematics
Instruction" at 7: 30 p.m., Wednesday, August 11. ·

OPERA

"La Boehme" will be presented
August 5, 7, 12 and 14 in the
Threepenny Playhouse at 8: 30 p.m.
These tickets are also available in
t}le SUB Information Booth.
ANOTHER ASC FLICK

ASC' s next weekly movie is
"The Great Race," starring
sparkle-toothed
Tony
Curtis.
Showtime is the usual 7 p.m.,
Friday, August 6, in McConnell
Auditorium.

SUMMER CLEARANCE
Racks of Bargains - Many less Than Wholesale
J~zz &

Tune in to a new program on KXLE.
Rock sound, Wed. - Fri. - Sat., 11 p.m. - 2 a.m.

I
---------------------

LIBERTY Theatre

OPEN 6:45 925.9511
PLAYS Thru TUES.
Show Starts At 7:00 Each Night

WHAT AN '\(~~:\.:-:=

for men and women
now in

VALLEY SPECIALTY FOODS
111 W. Sixth Ave.
Ellensburg, Wash. 98926

Plus This Comedy Co-Feature

Productio~s' -

COMING!_,_,_,.
STA•••NG

Now Appearing

Robert MORSE · Stefanie POWERS · Phil SILVERS
OUR NEXT ATTRACTION

..~~~

Brian Bressler

The deadline for Masters candidates to complete their summer
degrees is Monday, August 9.
Orals must be completed, theses
handed in and all forms must be
handed in to the office of the
Dean of Graduate Studies.
Anything handed in at a later
date means the candidate will
get his degree in the fall.

EGGstravaganza!

Scholl' s Exercise Sandals

WALT DISNEY

-------·-·r··-------The VILLAGE

Humor cind
Music Vocal

MASTERS DEGREE
CANDIDATES

·'

OPEN 6:30 925-4598
ENDS TUESDAY

·~~~--.-~~~--.-.--.----

Showings At 7:00 and 9:00 Each Night

HOME OF THE

NICKEL SANDWICH
IN THE

®

CABOOSE ROOM
8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAY

UNDERGRADUATE EXAMS

The Undergraduate Record
Examination of the summer term
will be administered in Hertz
Recital Hall, starting at 9: 15 a.m.
tomorrow.
The test takes most of the day,
excluding. a break for lunch.

ABC

Picture~

Corp. pr..•nh

SOUTH INTERCHANGE

July-August Special
15 °/o off on all 16" pizzas

1oe schooners, 4-9 p.m. Mondays,
Light or ,Dark OLY
·

ELLEN Drive-In

FREE DELIVERY

925-5446

OPEN 8:45 925-3266
FRI. And SAT.
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It's Your PIZZA PLACE
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Coming Soon: "MASH" - "PERCY" .
"BREWSTER McCLOUD" - "GUNFIGHT"
\
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